Registration Fee

Demonstrators/PGs  Rs: 1000
Professor/Assist.Prof. Rs: 1500
Private Med. Colleges  Rs: 1500

Registration fee includes Hands-on materials, lunches and refreshments.
Number of participants is limited to 30 on First-come First serve basis.
Payment is in the form of either bank draft, pay order made payable to:
Dr. Sidrah Saleem National Bank of Pakistan Sheikh Zayed Hospital
Branch AC# 3485-6.
Please send Bank draft along with registration form to:
Dr. Sidrah Saleem.
Department of microbiology
University of Health Sciences Lahore

Contacts:
042-99231304-9 Ext: 361, 355
0332-4796466, 0333-4530346
0321-4087143

Email: usman_782000@yahoo.com
vaasircheema@gmail.com
Website: www.uhs.edu.pk.

Organizing Committee

Chairman
Professor Maj Gen (R)
Dr. Abdul Hannan

Secretary/Treasure
Dr. Sidrah Saleem

Assistant Secretary/Treasure
M. Usman Arshad,
Muhammad Yasir

Facilitators
Dr. M. Shahbaz
Dr. Bilal
Dr. Farhan
Miss Fiza Kahlid
Miss Eiman Syed
Dr. Hafiz Majid Jahangir
Dr. Saadia Chaudhry
Dr. M. Barkaat Hussain

FIRST HAND-ON

WORKSHOP ON MICROBIOLOGY
Processing of clinical specimens
(Urine, Blood & Pus)

8-10 February 2011

Department of Microbiology
University of Health Sciences, Lahore
INTRODUCTION

The First workshop on Microbiology will be a Hand-on & Hand-on alone. There will be no formal lectures. There will only be discussions and that too be on the practical work.

A booklet having “SOPs” will be provided in advance to the participants. URINE, PUS and BLOOD will be processed for culture and sensitivity. Information to “clinician” will be provided on daily basis with the final report generated after 2 ½ days.

**Demonstrations** on important clinical pathogens, self-explanatory, will be displayed to provide maximum exposure to clinical microbiology.

Medical students (MBBS/BDS & MLT) are welcome to watch demonstrations only at fixed timings. (Please contact the organizing committee)

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

• AROUSE interest in the diagnostic microbiology
• STANDARDIZE microbiology practices
• PREPARE for the QUALITY CONTROL programme to be launched.
• Provide necessary and timely microbiological information for correct management of infected patients.

PROGRAMME OF THE WORKSHOP

The three day workshop programme includes:
• Processing of URINE, BLOOD & PUS.
• Final Interpretation and reporting
• Demonstrations on important clinical pathogens

PARTICIPANTS

Members of faculty from all medical colleges and medical technologists who are interested to learn and gain experience in Diagnostic Microbiology will be selected after nomination by the Head of Their respective Institutions- anyone between a professor and technologist.

DEADLINE FOR REGISTRATION & PAYMENT

15th January 2011

Note: All the Participants will be notified regarding the selection by 22nd January 2011. A booklet having “SOPs” will be provided in advance to the participants. Detailed programme of the workshop will be notified later on the website. (www.uhs.edu.pk)